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Abstract 

I designed and built a prototype charging station that would allow an autonomous car to 

autonomously detect its existence before driving itself in to begin charging. The source of the 

charge is primarily be a solar charge controller connected to a solar panel, but there is a wall 

charger as a secondary charger in cases where charging is needed at night or in inclement 

weather. The power efficiency of the station is about 13.29%. A final charge station could be 

built in a separate location with its own solar panel that would charge a docked vehicle or would 

feed excess energy produced back to the grid. The estimated energy generated by such a system 

and its value to be about 271 kWh and $34. Given a 20 year average solar panel lifespan and a 

cost of $200-$300 for the panel, the energy generated will pay for itself within 10 years. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Clean Electric Vehicles 

Electric cars are often marketed as being cleaner or better for the environment than 

conventional gasoline or hybrid cars because they do not produce carbon emissions. Even so, the 

electricity used to charge the batteries may have released emissions in its production. For 

example, in PeIlllsylvania, 54.26% of the electricity used to charge electric and plug in hybrid 

cars comes from carbon producing sources. Only 4.06% of electricity used to charge electric cars 

on the grid comes from renewable sources, covering solar, vvind, hydro, and biofuels. As such, 

the armual carbon cost of electric cars charging from the grid is about 44131b for EV versus 

11435 Ib for gasoline cars. To reduce the carbon footprint of an autonomous electric cart 

designed in previous E90 projects, I designed and implemented a solar charging station to charge 

the batteries vvith solar energy. As the cart is going to be autonomous, the station was designed in 

such a way to allow autonomous docking and charging. 
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Fig 1. Sources ofEV grid charging and annual emissions 
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This otatim cculd thm be used In a syotEm whC1'e the carl wculd autmcmcusly be able to 

recpmd to calls for SErVice, gOlllg to pick a pC1'son up before taking thEm to a destination of their 

chOlce. Upon alTlval, the car wculd return to the charge otatim docking to charge and wait foc a 

new requd The station wculd need to be located centrally to reduce wmecessary lravel time 

and a locatim that wculd allow the attached solar panel to maxllTIlZe solar Insolatim and 

efficiency 

1.2 The Swarthmore Electric Vehicle 

The electric vehicle the statim will be designed arcund was bUllt In 2007 by Emily Kan 

and Damelle MillC1' as a Joyotick cmtrolled three wheel go-karl. The cart was opC1'ated with 

diffC1'mtial dnve as a state machine 

Fig 2. Original cart from 2007 

The project was agalll p1cked up In 2017 by Mike Chm and Chris Gra±>C1'gC1', whC1'e the 

three wheel set up was replaced with fcur, and a slllgle motor cmtrollerwas added to allow the 

vehicle to be cmtrolled by a game cmlrollC1'. The seat was replaced with a woodm bench and a 

omall mount was added foc a camC1'a to lffiplemmt an autoncmous cmlrol syotEm 
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Fig 3. Vehicle state at the start of the year 

Finally this year, more mechanical adjustments were made, adding safety features as well 

as a microprocessor to allow for autonomous perception and decision making to be performed on 

a laptop. The vehicle uses two 12V gelled-electrolyte batteries in series to power the system and 

they are connected to the motor controller. Also connected to the controller is the arduino micro 

processor that can send commands to the controller to control the rear wheels. A connecter was 

bolted to the front bumper to allow docking in the charge station. 

Fig 4. Electric vehicle as of this year 
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2 Charging Circuit Design 

2.1 Solar Charging 

Charging a battery with a solar energy source is difficult as the volatile nature of the 

output of a solar panel does not meet the strict voltage requirement to charge a battery on its 

own. At any point in time, a solar array will output electricity at a voltage and current depending 

on its load resistance, forming the IV curve in the figure below. As conditions such as solar 

irradiance or surface temperature change, the shape ofthe curve changes and the output voltage 

changes as well. However, batteries do not fare well with fluctuating voltages as any array 

voltage lower than the battery would not charge, while an array voltage higher than the batteries 

fully charged voltage may lead to overcharging and damage. To make up for this I will use a 

solar charge controller to manage the electricity generated by the solar panel. 
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Fig 5. Solar Current and Power v. Voltage curves 
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Fig 6. PWM changing average voltage 

The charge controller has two main operational purposes: regulating the output charging 

voltage, and maximizing the power output. Using a common maximum power point tracking 

charge controller, I would be able to maximize the power output, but the voltage output would 

not be constant. Alternatively the charge voltage could be kept constant, but the power generated 

would not be optimal. Instead I chose to use the Prostar 30 Solar charge controller, that uses 

pulse width modulation (PWM) to keep a constant charge voltage while changing the average 

voltage by adjusting the duty cycle. With this method, as long as the maximum power point for 

the charging voltage has a current less than what is coming from the array, the charge controller 

will decrease the duty cycle to get the maximum power. Although PWM will not give as much 

total power as using MPPT, the output is safe for charging. 

2.2 Constant Charging 

Using solar energy as the sole charging source is still not ideal as charging will be much 

slower in bad weather and is not possible at night. This can be solved by attaching a grid tied 

battery charger in parallel with the solar charging system. Originally, a comparator transistor 

circuit was planned to check the array voltage and determine ifthe solar energy was sufficient to 

charge the batteries. If the array was not putting out enough power, current would be allowed to 

flow from the wall charger through the transistor to charge the batteries. However the circuit was 

not determined to be a priority and, although it could be added in the future, was not 

incorporated in the prototype charging station. Instead a simple system where both sources are 

always charging was used. Doing so still worked as the current from the solar charge controller 
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was around double th e current m clear sky conditions and almost thr ee times th e current of th e 

wall charger m direct sunlight 

Solar Panel ~ K Solar Energy 

'J 

Solar Charge 
Controller 

Charge Station / 
~ Wall Charger /1 K Electrical grid 

'J 

Fig 7 P lItall el Charglng block eIi.or"'" 

2.3 Excess Energy Grid Feeding 

A big w eakness of our system IS that any energy generated by th e solar panels when no 

vehicle 1S docked1n the chargmg st ation IS l ost Th,s extra energy can be utilized by feeding it 

back t o th e gnd. However, this becomes an ISsue m controlling how current,s div erted back to 

th e gnd. Even w1th a mechan1sm to only div ert power to the gnd when the battery 1S fully 

charged or th e car IS not connecte d, the hardware to feed back to th e gnd IS expenSive and 

outSide the scope of the prot otyp e. In addition, the argument could be made that the solar panel 

could be us ed to only fee d the gnd and th en charge only from the gnd. 'While th e energy from 

th e gnd used by the charger m ay be offset by the energy fedmt o the gnd by panels, the energy 

may still not be from a clean source 

3 Charge Station Mechanical Design 

3,1 Initial Station Desililll 

I 

I 
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The initio! do'ign for the charging station consisl>d or. unistrut box with wrlth just 

wrlor tlrut the front of the ve1>:; 10 tMt weill ,unoum am guido it inb • connec bon to • cMIg' 

controller. A oo\o.rcMrg, controllor weill be mounled on the htck, wkre it weill be connected 

10 • 24V oo\o.r]>ID'1 from the roof of Hicks. There I>fj\lld be two rllibonal rails on the insido of 

.ither wheel 10 furtkr g"""nlee it weill be in the correct p:><ition, am the 001"']>ID'1 weill ,it 

on lop oftk ,!rocture. Ho,,",ver, thi, led 10 • jIOOlom mth the c""ler MIe.ls. A, c",ler wheels 

need 10 be facing tk direction of monon, this do'ign weill furv:; bon JIOperlywkn the ve1>:;10 

pilled in, but the wheels ""uld rot be .blo to tum aroum wk n tk vehiclo "'" oone charging 

am wanted 10 1.1>Ye the ,tabon. Altoongh it weill idoallyroove straight bock witoo\lt g.tting 

,!ock on tk rails, in re.lity, the htckward motion was rot ,roooth, .,.,j as the cm reversed, the 

" ster wk.l, tried to tum am woill g.t ,!ock. 

3,2 Adjustments ond FinolD .. ip 

To .!>ow the ve1>:;10 to urdxk consislentiy, " rl .Joo consrioring time constraint~ tk 

do'ign _ odjusted 10 t"" "ils commg off of. unistrut am jl)l\'OC'd htclong. Tk two rails 

weill be tk .nct wrlth between the wheels, am weill both be on the ,am. ,rio of .ither 

wheel MIen the ve1>:;l. pilled forward. The cm ""uld drive forward with one rail bet"" .n the 

wk.l~ before driving inb tk rail am being gurled fOlmlrd »ong'rio it Toough this do'ign 

weill werk MIen the ve1>:;l. is OOcbng .t. "".Jl .,.,,10 ill front oftk ,tation, jIOOloms may 



arise if the cart enters from farther on the sides. This is manageable for autonomous docking by 

having the cart detect the position of the rails in relation to the back of the station and line them 

up to minimize the entrance angle. 

Fig 9. Vehicle aligned with Charge Station 

To ensure there would be enough of a connection from the charge controller to the 

batteries, I planned to attach the connectors seen in the figure to both the car and the station. For 

the cart, wires were connected to the battery and looped under the body before being attached to 

the middle of the front bumper. On the charging station, both the solar charge controller and wall 

charger were nailed to the back, so holes were drilled through the plywood backboard to connect 

to the chargers. Originally, electrical tape was used in order to keep things lined up, but the setup 

was not sustainable as the tape stretched or fell off. Instead, blocks of wood were bolted in place 

and the connectors were then screwed in to line them up on the condition that the vehicle entered 

the station properly. Now, as the vehicle drives forward lined up with the rails, the connection is 

made from the batteries to the charge controller, and current flows to charge the batteries on the 

back of the car. 
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Fig 10. Vehicle to Station Connection Fig 11. Charging on Back of Station 

I also ran into a problem with the solar panel planned for use. The voltage being 

generated by the panel was recorded to be much lower than expected, averaging around 22 V and 

only reaching 24 V on periods of clear direct sunshine. As this would not be enough to charge the 

24V battery combination, I had to change the panel used to one rated at 40V. With the new 

panel, the average voltage was about 35V which was more than sufficient for our purposes. The 

new panel would charge the batteries at up to 4A in direct sunlight but would more commonly 

charge at 2-3A. 

Fig 12. Solar panel used is the far right of the four 
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4 Solar Viability 

4.1 Solar Efficiency 

Fig 13. Final Charging Station 

The efficiency of the solar system can be represented by the ratio of the energy applied to 

the panel over the energy charging the battery. To measure this, a pyranometer tilted to the same 

angle as the solar panel recorded the power on the solar panel in watts/mA 2. Data was also 

logged for the current passed to the battery through the solar charge controller every 10 minutes. 

I took both data sets for a two hour period, and used them to find the power on either end. The 

average current to the batteries was 4.13 A, charging at 28 V, so the power to the batteries 

averages 115.64 W. The power of the sunlight hitting the solar panel measured 869.8 W. This 

gave an efficiency of 13 .29%. As a reference, most commercial solar panels have an efficiency 

of 15-20%. Our measured efficiency may be lower than expected because the distance from the 

solar panel to the station is very large, meaning long wires and potential line loss. If a more 

permanent station were to be constructed, a solar panel would be placed next to or on top of the 

station to reduce these losses and potentially increase the efficiency. 
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Fig 14. Power of slllllight hitting solar panel (adjusted to size of panel) 

Time Period Current (A) Power (W) 

1 4.31 

2 4.24 

3 4.26 

4 4.21 

5 4.27 

6 4.22 

7 4.16 

8 4.10 

9 3.88 

10 4.04 

11 3.85 

12 4.02 

Average 4.13 

Table 15. Solar BatteI)' Charglllg Current and Power 

120.68 

118.72 

119.28 

117.88 

119.56 

118.16 

116.48 

114.8 

108.64 

113.12 

107.8 

112.56 

115.64 
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4.2 Energy Cost Analysis 

As with all solar energy systems, it is important to consider if it is a cost effective 

alternative to using energy from the grid. If a permanent station were to be constructed with 

excess energy feeding to the grid, I could take the monetary value of expected energy generated 

by the solar panel. However with our prototype, it unknow how often the vehicle will be 

charging and how often the energy is wasted. It would still be a fraction of the value of the 

permanent station, so I can only look at that. 

Using the resource PVWatts I get an estimate of our solar panel generating 2705 

kWh/year for the 200W solar panel at a tilt of39.89°. The annual energy will be about 271 kWh 

and at a price of $0.14 per kWh, the average price of electricity in Philadelphia, the annual value 

of the electricity will be about $34. Given that the average price of a 200W and 24V panel is 

between $200-$300, the system will pay for the solar panel in less than 9 years. Assuming a 20 

year lifespan, the system does get better value than buying energy from the grid. 

RESULTS 271 kWh/Year* 
V Print ResuUs System output may range from 260 to 281 kWh per year near this location. 

Click HERE for more information. 

Month Solar Radiation AC Energy Value 

(kWhlm2 fday) (kWh) 1$) 

January 3.89 20 3 

February 4.62 21 3 

March 5.01 25 3 

April 5.75 26 3 

May 5.44 25 3 

June 5.56 24 3 

July 5.85 26 3 

August 5.52 24 3 

September 5.31 23 3 

October 4.78 22 3 

November 4.04 19 2 

December 3.51 18 2 

Annual 4.94 273 $ 34 

Fig 16. PVWatts estimated annual solar energy for 200W panel at 39.89° tilt 
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In conclusion, I built a solar charging station that can be interfaced with autonomously 

with an electric vehicle. Though the autonomous interaction has not been implemented for the 

prototype, the possibility is there and it could be done for the final product. The prototype did 

show that it is possible for the vehicle to be driven into the station to begin charging while 

unmanned, proving the possibility of building a fully automated driving system. 

In the future, a fully automated taxi service as described above could be implemented in 

several stages. The autonomous driving would first have to be enhanced to perform reliably to go 

between at least a few destinations. From there an phone application or some alternate could be 

implemented to control the car destination. The control system would also have to be designed 

such that it would recognize the battery state, and either go charge, rejecting all service requests, 

when the battery level falls below a certain level, or otherwise return to the charging station after 

every trip to wait for the next call. Regarding the station itself, finding a good location centered 

around the paths between destinations and also open to receive maximal solar insolation would 

be the first step. From there setting up the station with the addition of current inverters to sell the 

excess energy to the grid would be next. Finally developing a program that would be able to find 

the station and then autonomously dock would be ideal. Other improvements may be to use other 

energy sources, for example wind or water sources. Additionally, analysis of whether the 

charging is sufficient in practice may reveal more solar energy is necessary, leading to the 

replacement or upgrade of some components. 
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7 Appendix 

M24 SLD G 
SPECIFICATIONS Valve-Regulated, Gelled-Electrolyte Battery 

Nominal Voltage (V) 12V 

Capacity at C/1 00 84.5 Ah 

Capacity at C/20 73.6 Ah 

Weight 51 .5 Ibs. (23 kg) 

Plate Alloy Lead Calcium 

Posts Forged Terminals & Bushings 

Container/Cover Polypropylene 

Operating Temperature Range 

-75"F (-50"C) - 140"F (60"C) 

Charge Voltage @ 77"F (25"C) 

Cycle 

Float 

13.8 - 14.6 volts 

13.4 - 13.6 volts 

DIMENSIONS 
Inches (mm) 
Length 

Width 

Height 

10.20 (259 mm) 

6.56 (167 mm) 

9.24 (235 mm) 
Including terminal 

Vent Self-sealing Gel Cycle life vs Depth 01 Discharge at +25'C (7JGF) 
Based on Bel2·hour Capacity 

Electrolyte Sulfuric acid th ixotropic gel 

Terminal G (T881) 

Rated non-spillable by ICAO. lATA and DOT 

Made in the U.S.A. by East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc. 

MK Battery 
1631 South Sinclair Street . Anaheim. California 92806 

Toll Free: 800-372-9253 . Fax: 714-937-0818 . E-mail: sales@mkbattery.com 

Fig 17. Rechargeable Battery data sheet 
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ProStar™ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

ProStar Options 

Digital meter 
Highly accurate voltage and current display 
Low self-consumption (1 rnA) 

Incl udes manual disconnect button 
Displays 5 different protection functions and 

disconnect conditions 
Se lf-diagnostics (se lf-test) provides a comprehensive 
test of the ProStar -

Displays 9 different controller status parameters, 
including temperature 

Displays detected faults 
Posit ive ground 

Remote temperature probe 

Optimized Battery Charging 

The ProStar has four stages of cha rging to provide increased 

battery capacity and life. 

-- - , R.U 

NIGHT CHARG< 

, 
PWM 

R£GULATJON 

Mechanical 
Spec ifications 

Weight: 

120z 

(0.34 kg) 

Wire Size: 

#6AWG 

(16 mm2) 

, 
FLOAT 

NIGHT 

WARRANTY: Five year warranty period. Contact Morning star or 
your authorized distributor for complete terms. 

CE 

ProStar Ve rsions 
PS-15 PS-30 PS15M-4BV 

Rated Sola r Current 1SA 30A 1SA 

Rated Load Current 1SA 30A 1SA 
System Voltage 1SA 30A 1SA 

Options 

Digital Meter Y'" ye, standa rd 

Positive Ground 00 ye, ye, 

Remote Temp. Probe Y'" ye, ye, 

Battery Voltage Setpo ints .... 
Gel Sealed Flooded 

Regulation Voltage 14.0 14 .15 14.4 

Float 13.7 13.7 13.7 

Equalization 0/, 14.35 14.9/15.1 

Load Disconnect 11 .4 11.4 11.4 

Load Reconnect 12.6 12.6 12.6 

Note: values are for 12V. Use 2X for 24V and 4X for 4BV. 

Electrical Specifications 
12V 

Temp. Compo (mVr C)* 

Accuracy 

Min. Voltage to Operate 

Self-consumption 

-30mV 

40mV 

BV 
22mA 

-20mV 

24V 
-60mV 

60mV 

BV 
2SmA 

- 40mV 

4BV 
- 120mV 

BOmV 

1SV 
2BmA 

-BOmV Lvd Current CoefficientU 

Charge Algorithm 

Operating Temperature 

Digital Display: 

PWM, constant voltage 

Operating Temp. 

Voltage Accuracy 

Current Accuracy 

Self-Consumption 

* 25·C Reference 

** Per Amp of Load 

- 40·C to + 6O·C 

- 30·C to + BS·C 

0.5% 

2.0% 

1 mA 

• ~1d?',~"~L~S~,~I~,~, 
www.morningstarcorp.com 

" lO14 MORNING..,."", OORPOAAT1ON 

PRlNTED IN ~ 0II/14.[N 

Fig 18. Solar Charge Controller data sheet device version PS-30 
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Charging Modes 

Mode 

Standby 

12V 
NORM 

12V 
COLD/ 
AGM 

24V 
NORM 

Explanation 

No Power 
In SIirdly mxle, the chager is no! dBging Of ~ W'rf 
poNElr to the battery Energy Save IS OCIIvated durg IriS 
!'T1(Xje, cb.Wlg I ..................... ~!rom!he eoc.trcaI outIeI 

IM'al selected, a"I rr.rge LED ~ il.nW"Iate 

14.5V I 7.2A I Up To 230Ah Batteries 
For Ci"a'QI'lg 12·1/011 Wot Cell, Gel (;e.II, Ertooced Flooded 
Matlt€f'Q'lCe--Free.n:f Calci.rn baneoes. Ifo/'r'f'J('I seiecled, a 
....tate lEO wi ~~te. 

14.8V 1 7.2A I Up To 230Ah Boltaries 
Fa ch<Wgio.;j ' 2' \011 batteOes in cold tempaallJes below 5O'F 
(1 00 or AGIv1 banenes. \Mm selec!ed. a bUe LEO 'Mil 
.".",. 

29V 13.6A 1 UpTo115AhBatteries 
For c:h1rging 24-'od\, Wf'J. Cell, C6 Cell. Erta-ced AoooecI, 
MaI'ItManCeFree ard CaIclm batte!les.1M"o1 selectod. a 
>Ml!te LEDWllllIlminate. 

Technical Specifications 
Input Voltage AC: 

WorI<:ing Voltage AC: 

EffICiency: 

Power: 

Low-Voltage Detection: 

Back Current Drain: 

Ambient Temperature: 

Charger Type: 

Charging Steps 

Voltage M 
Wi 
Current (Al 

Retail Packaging: 

110-120 VAC, SO-60Hz 

85-130 VAG, 50-60Hz 

85% .Approx. 

132WMax 

2V(12V),14V(24V) 

<SmA 

O°C to +40°C, 32°F to + 104°F 

8 Step, Smart Charger 

24V 
COLD! 
AGM 

12V 
UTHIUM 

Press & Hold 

12V 
AGM+ 

Press 8 Hold 

13.6V 
SUPPLY 

Press & Hold 

12V 
REPAIR 

Press & Hold 

29.SV I 3.6A I Up To 115Ah Batteries 
Forc:twgr'lg 2·' ·\IC:it ballenas n cold te'Tlpa3ltJ'es beII::m Wf 
11O'C) ~ AQ.A baneres Wt'OO selected. a bk.e lED ~ 

....-." 
14.2V I 7.2A I Up To 230Ah Batteries 
For dla'go:'lg 12-vaII ilhUn-k:ln batteres. IfId..cfng UtUTl ran 
~e \Nhen selected, a bUe lED 'MIlUnnale, 

15.5V I 7.2A I Up To 230Ah Batteries 
For cha'ging 12·\dt!ll:Mrced K;M battles. vhctI fOQUf'eS a 
Ilgher ttm normal c::tagirg YOI!age_ 'Nhen seoacted, a blue 
lEO oM~ iIUTWlato 

13.6V I SA I Max 6A 
~s to a DC IXJ'M)r s.Wt Ie.-~;n( ':M:lC device, 
ike a tnJ rlIIator, Oil ~, q a<; a rT'IEI'!1OfY retaner I'otlen 
repIocI1g a battf$'/ \r\t"a1 seIec1ed, 8 red LID>M!! I~e 

16.5V I t .SA I Any Capacity 
Iv! 8(JvMCed tJ.attery rocs::MJty m:xle to! repamg <n:I storng dd 
damaged. SIlBl lflBd, cr SI.JIa!ed bat1cnes. \Nhen selected, a rod 
LED wit iIl¥nflatc and ~ 

Type of Batteries: 12V& 24V 

Battery Chemistries: 

Battery Capacity: 

Housing Protection: 

Cooling: 

Dimensions (LxWxH): 

Weight: 

Wet. G~, MF, CA. EFB, AGM. UB 

Up To 230Ah (12V).Up To 115Ah 

(24\1), MBlntains All Battery Sizes 

1P65 

Natural Convection 

8.8 x 3.7 x 2.3 in (224 x 94 x 58rrm1 

1 73 Pounds (0.78 kg) 

What's In The Box 
• G7200 Smart Charger 
• Banety Clamp Connectors wI Integrated Eyelets 
• Usaf Guide and InformaHon Guide & Warranty 

Ornensions: 12.60"x3.94"x4.49" 
(320 x l00x 114mm) 
W~ght: 2.57100 (1. 17kg) 
UPC; 0-46221-10034-1 

(COI'll'd.) Wetght: 2.89jbs (1.31 kg) 
Master Carton: 
Dimensions: 22.52")(13.58")(10.79" 
(572)( 345)( 274mml 
Weight: JO.60lbs (13.88kg) 
Quantity: 10 

@ ,(@~ 
Inner Carton: 
Dimensions: 12.95"x4.29"x4.96" 
(329 x l09x 126mml 

The NOCO Company 
3O:J.39 0am0r0:J P:!<I<way. '1 02 
GIInMtow, OH 44139 I USA 
l.8OC1.4566626 

UCC: 1004622 1100348 
Units Per Pallet : 300 Uruts 

no,co 

Intertek 
4001216 

Fig 19. Wall Charger data sheet 

AC Cable: 751'1 ( 
oc: Cable: 56 in 11 

Noeo 
Since 1914 

18 
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